
00:13:26 joseph ashmore (IOM): http://www.interaction.org/blog/morethan-four-walls-and-

a-roof 

00:13:30 joseph ashmore (IOM): as link! 

00:14:13 joseph ashmore (IOM): Fiona can you send us another link that works? I get page 

not found... 

00:14:15 charles parrack: link to the self recovery project https://self-recovery.org/ 

00:14:30 Laura Heykoop: https://www.interaction.org/blog/more-than-four-walls-and-a-roof/ 

00:14:56 joseph ashmore (IOM): thanks laura - that link works... 

00:19:28 Jennifer George (Cambridge University): Cambridge SSG Links: 

1. Partnerships: https://indd.adobe.com/view/7502d030-e2cf-4c3c-8a06-bd98568122d1 

2. Centre for Geopolitics Panel: https://www.cfg.polis.cam.ac.uk/events/politics-emergency-shelter 

3. Centre for Geopolitics Conversation: https://centreforgeopolitics.org 

4. Shelter without Shelter film: www.shelterwithoutshelter.com 

5. Structures of Protection? Book: https://www.berghahnbooks.com/title/Scott-SmithStructures 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Structures-Protection-Rethinking-Refugee-Migration-ebook/dp/ 

6. SSG Website: https://www.humanmovement.cam.ac.uk/Research/SSG 

7. Twitter: @ShelterResearch 

00:20:25 Hilmi: Here is the link to EoI: https://bit.ly/3eZMXKJ 

00:20:33 Hilmi: email mHilmi@interaction.org 

00:26:25 Francis Moran: the link for Tom's book doesn't work... 

00:31:35 dipti.hingorani: Great to see this IEC compendium being compiled ! Much needed 

for the sector especially the non technical review. We have informally tested some IECs with 20 

African National Societies during trainings last year with very interesting feedback. Would be happy 

to get more involved and see how we can work with the RC partners to support the testing and 

review process. 

00:33:03 Hilmi: Also, lets see how it can be translated in the future. 

00:33:20 Jennifer George (Cambridge University): Updated book link here: 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Structures-Protection-Rethinking-Refugee-Migration-

ebook/dp/B07ZFBG7JN 

00:33:34 joseph ashmore (IOM): Dipti - awesome - lets chat on this... we need a) more 

materials that we have missed and technical review at country level by people who know what is 

relevant and what is missing...... 

00:34:17 dipti.hingorani: Agree with Hilmi - translation of this publication would be so useful 

to increase the lesarning and reach globally 
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00:34:40 Mark E Breeze (Sustainable Shelter Group, Cambridge University): If you’re 

interested in being involved with the Sustainable Shelter Group please don’t hesitate to reach out to 

either myself (meb35@cam.ac.uk) or Jennifer George (jwf39@cam.ac.uk).  Further SSG details here: 

https://www.humanmovement.cam.ac.uk/Research/SSG 

00:34:46 dipti.hingorani: @Joseph ok lets chat about this !  

00:34:54 Seki CRS: related to Case studies, I wanted to share new release of CRS' 

shelter, settlement and infra casestudies.  https://www.crs.org/our-work-overseas/research-

publications/shelter-settlement-and-infrastructure-case-studies 

00:36:12 Victoria Maynard: Laura and Joseph - does Shelter Projects still include opinion 

pieces? 

00:36:33 joseph ashmore (IOM): engineering in emergencies edition 3 massively awaited!!! if 

any donors are listening can you talk with publishers about how to make it more freely accessible? :) 

00:37:10 Hilmi: Tom B. is fading out 

00:37:30 Jennifer George (Cambridge University): (Just correction to above email: 

jwg39@cam.ac.uk ) 

00:38:49 joseph ashmore (IOM):  victoria - for the last edition of shelter projects, it was felt  

the space for opinion pieces was taken by "state of humanitarian shelter and settlements 

publication". for the next edition the descision remains pending - depending on which other 

publications  are developed. 

00:39:29 Victoria Maynard: Thanks Joseph.  Makes sense 

00:39:38 Fabian Prideaux: Re IEC: agree it is great to see the IEC project moving 

forwards! Im interested to hear about how you are addressing dissemination of IEC, including how 

to effectively reach the different target audiences, media formats etc (eg traditional printed media, 

radio, etc). We are often great at creating the initial messaging, but then fall apart at the 

dissemination phase.  

00:39:39 Tom Newby: @joseph ashmore: Or, if donors are listening, make resources 

available to Practical Action publishing or RedR to allow a more comprehensive update! 

00:40:50 joseph ashmore (IOM): @tom - or both!!!! will definitely be purchasing a copy but 

know people with less money and access topostage should also be reading it... 

00:41:15 Steph: can we get the links to the articles on here please? 

00:41:30 Tom Newby: Excellent blog by Tom Bamforth on this topic: 

https://devpolicy.org/uninvited-guests-the-evolving-practice-of-international-humanitarian-

response-to-cyclones-in-the-pacific-20200515-1/ 

00:42:31 Hilmi: re: IEC, sustained dissemination is important., Not once, twice, but 

frequently raise awareness even long after disasters/recovery: see longitudinal 

impacts...https://www.interaction.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Uganda-Report.pdf  

00:45:03 Sneha Krishnan: In public health and behaviour change studies, there has been a 

transition away from IEC (often seen as a one-way approach) to a more participatory ways of 

creating new knowledge and shifting risky practices..would be interested to know of similar 
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examples from shelter sector where changes in construction practices, use of materials, siting or 

processes where knowledge was co-created instead of using just IEC materials.. 

00:47:28 Laura Heykoop (IOM): Links from Tom Bamfxrth’s presentation: 

00:47:34 Laura Heykoop (IOM): https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/winds-

change-rethinking-disaster-relief-after-cyclone-harold 

https://devpolicy.org/what-ails-australian-aid-to-the-pacific-two-pacific-expert-views-

20200320/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=what-ails-australian-aid-to-the-

pacific-two-pacific-expert-views-20200320 

https://devpolicy.org/covid-19-localisation-and-locally-led-development-a-critical-juncture-

20200323/ 

00:48:45 joseph ashmore (IOM): @hilmi - agree... the IEC compilation project shared by 

Boshra does not aim to promote IEC as the sole solution, but aims to share the messaging that exisits 

already and avoid recreating from zero each time..  @ Sneha CRS did a nice report on limitations of 

stand alone IEC. at the same time we should recgnise that technical understanding and IEC as 

learning tools are part of response... 

00:50:05 joseph ashmore (IOM): CRS - Extending impact   

CRS, Extending Impact: Factors influencing households to adopt hazard-resistant construction 

practices in post-disaster settings, 2015 

00:50:41 joseph ashmore (IOM): http://shelterprojects.org/files/extending-impact-2015.pdf 

00:50:41 Boshra Khoshnevis (IOM): @ Sneha: The protocol suggests ways to make sure 

the IEC that this is not just one way communication  

https://www.sheltercluster.org/promoting-safer-building-working-group/documents/2019-

febiecprotocolinformingchoicebettershelter 

00:51:08 Laura Heykoop (IOM): Displacement Tracking Matrix - Covid-19 page: 

https://migration.iom.int/ 

00:51:49 Jamie Richardson: https://www.crs.org/our-work-overseas/research-

publications/extending-impact 

00:52:38 Jamie Richardson: https://www.crs.org/our-work-overseas/research-

publications/shelter-settlement-and-infrastructure-case-studies 

00:52:39 Sneha Krishnan: Thanks for the links Boshra and Jo! 

00:54:58 Emma Lovell (ODI): Recent report by ODI and UNDRR - Reducing the risk of 

protracted and multiple disaster displacements in Asia-Pacific: 

https://www.odi.org/publications/16911-reducing-risk-protracted-and-multiple-disaster-

displacements-asia-pacific 

00:56:22 joseph ashmore (IOM): @rob - these congestion maps are cool - and provide first 

data sets that I am aware of in relation to sphere indicators for site level density that was developed 

in the 1970s.. though would be interested to hear from others on this.. 

00:57:35 Rob - IOM: Hi all, IOM Migration COVID platform here: 

https://migration.iom.int/ 
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00:58:47 Rob - IOM: you can find reports, datasets, methodologies here 

01:00:08 Rob - IOM: @joseph, yes, and help priortise COVID containment measures 

01:08:00 Rob - IOM: (above image example of IOMs connectivity maps of outgoing 

movement, but identified key movement corridors) 

01:17:32 Rob - IOM: https://migration.iom.int/maps/uganda-flow-monitoring-april-2018-

december-2019?close=true 

01:17:54 Rob - IOM: https://migration.iom.int/maps/south-sudan-%E2%80%94-flow-

monitoring-registry-%E2%80%94-mobility-network-0102-25032020?close=true 

01:43:00 Amelia Rule CARE: I thought the differentiation we discussed yesterday 

between density and over-crowding was useful to bear in mind for urban contexts 

01:46:04 joseph ashmore (IOM): jim kennedy who I saw onthis call- did some cool work with 

IOM in Nigeria looking at how it was not just overall average density that lead to the biggest GBV 

issues but variable densities across sites - we will have the same with public heath with variable 

densities and areas with issues across sites.. 

01:46:58 Amelia Rule CARE: Interesting.... @Jim are you out there in the ether? :) 

01:48:57 Steph: It sounds like a lot of responses are to essentially increase investment per 

household- how is the funding looking since COVID hit overall? 

01:49:10 joseph ashmore (IOM): @ amelia, we can share the paper that jim wrote that we 

never fiound time to get published... 

01:49:16 Tom Corsellis: Interesting indeed … John, are there any other factors to articulate 

transmission beyond square metres? 

01:51:52 Pablo Medina (IFRC / Global Shelter Cluster): @Steph - funding is coming in for 

COVID19, the challenge lies in convincing senior management to allocate a significant portion to 

shelter and settlements activities, most of the funding is going to health and wash 

01:52:28 Pablo Medina (IFRC / Global Shelter Cluster): at leas within IFRC 

01:52:48 Ela Serdaroglu: and livelihoods 

01:52:51 Sneha Krishnan: @Pablo the eternal fight of bringing down silos! The Pandemic 

exposes this across the world now 

01:53:25 Steph: chicken and egg... 

01:53:28 Pablo Medina (IFRC / Global Shelter Cluster): exactly, shelter is contributing to 

health outcomes signficantly 

01:54:06 Steph: especially the nature of covid and how it spreads it seems shelter should be 

at the forefront (or at least close) 

01:55:14 Hilmi, InterAction: @Pablo: give senior management the wider impacts of 

shelter report! 

01:55:51 Pablo Medina (IFRC / Global Shelter Cluster): I certainly will, and the R4R too! 
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01:57:26 Hilmi, InterAction: Our tendency is to put bandaid, over-concerned about the 

current crises, and looking long-term...  bottom line is we should start with adequate shelter as a 

basic human need and right,  the rest is secondary... its a good time to start this collective campaign. 

01:57:44 Claire O'Reilly (Arup): On the themes of translating research/technical information 

into practical guidance and expanding facilities suitable for IPC - Arup have adapted a solution called 

CareBox which gives guidance on modular units / adaption of existing buildings to expand of 

healthcare facilities, based on meeting requirements of WHO guidance for SARI treatment centres. 

Two versions are freely available here: https://www.arup.com/news-and-events/introducing-

carebox-modular-healthcare-for-covid-19. 

We are working on a version for low-resource context - looking at how to accomplish requirements 

such as ventilation rates with limited/no mechanical ventilation. This is in draft and we are now 

working with partners to develop it in parallel with providing technical advice for facilities they need 

to implement now. It will (hopefully soon!) be freely available. 

If you would like more info and/or have a need for technical support please drop me a line.  

claire.oreilly@arup.com 

01:57:58 Hilmi, InterAction: as I said previously, our communication methods in our 

sector is so bad. 

01:59:51 Cecilia (shelter cluster, IFRC): @Hilmi fully agree! shelter should be understood as 

the foundation to improve public health outcomes as well as protection, livelihood, etc. 

02:01:21 Tom Corsellis: Hilmi, this wonderful event is heartening? (hopefully. as with 

previous similar online) How to capture and share real-time, across sectors? …. 

02:01:23 Hilmi, InterAction: take a look at some of the short videos (more available if 

you need) that was not staged... comments from affected communities on how shelter helped them. 

02:01:29 Hilmi, InterAction: its at interaction... 

02:02:05 Hilmi, InterAction: https://www.interaction.org/blog/beyond-reconstruction/ 

02:02:15 ALMAHDAWI: Shielding principle is came from academic perspective which will not 

be an easy task for the humanitarian response. Here in Europe, the individual householders didn’t 

use this approach, so how we can apply it in our work? 

02:02:27 Hilmi, InterAction: I got more video clips if anyone need them 

02:03:15 User: How do we access the videos please 

02:03:40 Sneha Krishnan: Maybe this might be of interest - recent LSHTM study shows 

improved housing and piped water reduce stunting: 

https://www.lshtm.ac.uk/newsevents/news/2018/good-housing-indoor-plumbing-may-be-key-

eliminating-childhood-malnutrition-

and?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2018%2043%20Malaria%20sniffer%20dogs%20BMI%20T

B%20prize%20and%20more&utm_content=2018%2043%20Malaria%20sniffer%20dogs%20BMI%20

TB%20prize%20and%20more+CID_8464a132c234acb4709c97e9c8a569db&utm_source=E%20newsl

etter&utm_term=new%20research 

02:03:48 Hilmi, InterAction: https://www.interaction.org/blog/beyond-reconstruction/   

there are three, I will share another link soon. 
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02:03:51 ALMAHDAWI: @jamie Shielding principle is came from academic perspective 

which will not be an easy task for the humanitarian response. Here in Europe, the individual 

householders didn’t use this approach, so how we can apply it in our work? 

02:03:55 User: can i share email address 

02:03:58 Sneha Krishnan: https://www.lshtm.ac.uk/newsevents/news/2018/good-housing-

indoor-plumbing-may-be-key-eliminating-childhood-malnutrition-

and?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2018%2043%20Malaria%20sniffer%20dogs%20BMI%20T

B%20prize%20and%20more&utm_content=2018%2043%20Malaria%20sniffer%20dogs%20BMI%20

TB%20prize%20and%20more+CID_8464a132c234acb4709c97e9c8a569db&utm_source=E%20newsl

etter&utm_term=new%20research 

02:04:11 joseph ashmore (IOM): @ Jamie agree fully.. care homes in UK showed the flaws in 

the approach of shielding... WHO  and interagency opinion has shifted against the approach of 

shielding as it is  not realistic in low resources settings. 

02:04:42 Cecilia (shelter cluster, IFRC): @Ammar,  any examples of this shielding concept 

applied in practice? I can't imagine it's feasible e.g. crowded informal settlements, maybe camps? 

very challenging for sure  

02:05:20 Hilmi, InterAction: here are the 5 videos. 

02:05:22 Hilmi, InterAction:

 https://interactiondc.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/IA_external/Ei_SwEJli7RNoJNhGXQYyp8BpRuW7J

3BDJs38NszOUoy8w 

02:05:47 User: Many thanks 

02:05:58 ALMAHDAWI: @Cecilia … No valid example and WHO doesn't agree with the 

shielding … It is not practical and has many protection risks 

02:07:54 joseph ashmore (IOM): @almahdawi - agree... reality is that putting vulnerable 

people together means that is spreds quicker among the most vulnearbe people.. 

02:09:07 Tom Newby: There was an interesting discussion on shielding and social 

distancing on the Facebook Humanitarian Shelter Group too, and I think the conclusion was pretty 

conclusively that it was unworkable in any real context.  

02:11:22 Steph: what sort of accuracy can be expected with the case and death numbers?  

02:11:56 ALMAHDAWI: @joseph … Theoretically is right like any other virus... but how to 

make it practical... If Europe didn't apply for their people, how we can do it for the humintraian 

works? Vulnearblity will happen when the household will go for his/her work, shopping, etc. and we 

cannot put everyone in green block? consider the one room shelter for million of the people around 

the world. 

02:12:16 joseph ashmore (IOM): COVID and shelter related  - 

https://www.sheltercluster.org/response/covid-19-and-shelter 

02:13:39 joseph ashmore (IOM): https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/health/interim-

guidance-public-health-and-social-measures-covid-19-preparedness-and-response 
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02:15:54 joseph ashmore (IOM): from the second: "Public health and social measures in 

these settings need to be balanced against other risks affecting their communities, such as lack of 

income, access to basic services and social nets, and food insecurity. Whilst poorly implemented 

measures can increase risks of COVID-19 transmission, inadequately adapted interventions can have 

adverse impacts on overall public health" 

02:16:24 Tom Corsellis: ... are there other ways to break the chain, or slow transmission? as 

well as one-to-one breaks and localised forms of recognising social compartmentalisation, 

opportunities exist to identify and share other local opportunities, from streetcorner handwashing 

to movement at different times of the day? 

02:18:26 joseph ashmore (IOM): @ Ela- thanks for highlighting evictions! for those interested 

there are pending openly accessible webinars on this from the HLP AOR for any one interested..... 

02:19:26 Liz Palmer SCI: re Shielding: DRC are looking at this in Yemen IDP context, and SCI 

are consulting with community re localised shielding within the tented sites. FGD has raised greater 

issues around information and communication as a greater risk right now than proximity and has 

highlighted the gap in behaviour change. IT is generally agreed that this approach will only work if it 

comes from within the community themselves.  

02:20:17 Hilmi, InterAction: @Brett... thanks, Agree we have a narrow window of 

opportunity to ramp up our advocacy for housing rights, including in humanitarian contexts.. this 

needs a collective action, rather than each approaching donors or govt. separately 

02:20:22 Brett Moore: Yemen example actually not really shielding - it's improved shelter 

conditions, providing more space, but not really shielding by definition 

02:20:27 Jim Robinson: On Forced Evictions - see yesterday’s Global Protection Cluster 

report https://www.globalprotectioncluster.org/2020/05/14/covid-19-protection-risks-responses-

situation-report-no-5-as-of-14-may-2020/ 

02:20:52 joseph ashmore (IOM): webinars links here: https://landportal.org/debate/events 

02:21:12 Brett Moore: @hilmi yes your impacts of shelter doc/research very timely, very 

importnant 

02:23:04 Hilmi, InterAction: if we are speaking to policy makers, what one thing you 

would suggest? 

02:23:31 Lizzie Babister: Articulating the role of shelter to policy makers - is/could Shelter be 

considered PPE? 

02:23:59 Chloe Loader: I have a question or general thought process relating to the last few 

slides - if the role of shelter is less obvious without a specific disaster or migration issue to respond 

to, could the role be expanded more regularly to cover a wider range of 'shelter' and home related 

concerns, such as poor living conditions in informal settlements?  

02:24:29 Brett Moore: @lizzie absolutely and a great phrase "shelter is PPE" 

02:24:29 Neill: Articulate that housing can be in the forefront of economic recovery. 

02:25:40 Tom Corsellis: @lizzie, @brett "shelter is PPE" is wonderful! how to articulate 

further? 

https://www.globalprotectioncluster.org/2020/05/14/covid-19-protection-risks-responses-situation-report-no-5-as-of-14-may-2020/
https://www.globalprotectioncluster.org/2020/05/14/covid-19-protection-risks-responses-situation-report-no-5-as-of-14-may-2020/
https://landportal.org/debate/events


02:25:54 Hilmi, InterAction: @Lizzie, at the same time, we need to see the long term 

changes,  bottom line is that governments recognize shelter/housing as a fundamental issue..? 

02:26:33 Ela Serdaroglu: I think it will be important to highlight that supporting access to 

shelter will be instrumental in restoring livelihoods and economy. People spend up to 50% of their 

income on paying for their rent, if they get support with that that would really give them a break 

02:27:18 Hilmi, InterAction: The above point is correct in housing, but not necessarily in 

humani. contexts 

02:28:21 Tom Corsellis: @Ela, time for basic guidance on rental, building on the Haiti and 

other studies? understanding local rental markets? 

02:28:57 Ela Serdaroglu: yes but as we can see a pandemic is not only humanitarian 

02:28:59 Jamie Richardson:  Seems shielding is being adopted in communities at 

household level.   

02:29:01 Seki CRS: How can we better contribute to a health pandemic? Shelter and 

housing is capital intensive and needs a longer term perspective. Maybe, our sector can step in on 

the COVID moment to further make the case for adequate housing for the longer term? work more 

with the Special Rapporteur? 

02:29:01 joseph ashmore (IOM): @tom there is some guidance in rental in progress through 

the shelter cluster cash working group.. not sure of the final status... 

02:29:20 Hilmi, InterAction: @Tom, going forward, in the coming months, we will be 

looking at rental assistance and looking to create an rental assessment tool 

02:30:23 Seki CRS: rental assistance at scale...... government budget.... humanitarian 

budgets? Is it possible? 

02:31:30 Lizzie Babister: In answer to Hilmi,  yes you could use this moment to describe what 

PPE is protecting against in terms of primary health. and once you have made the connection with 

protection and health it gives you an opportunity to highlight longer term issues such as loss of 

tenure and livelihoods opportunities. 

02:31:31 Tom Corsellis: @Joseph, @Hilmi, wonderful news! understand, then focus 

investments ... as @Seki notes, who might afford that bill? In-kind? 

02:32:33 Xavier Genot: What about home as an entry point? at least this has been 

mainstreamed to the general public… 

02:32:37 Rafael: @Seki Colombia has a very interesting rental subsidy scheme led by the 

disaster management unit in cases of natural disasters... they have developed a platform and a full 

response architecture worth learning from. 

02:33:25 Ela Serdaroglu: @Rafael, that is a government scheme isn't it? 

02:33:39 joseph ashmore (IOM): @seki - rental assistance at scale is happening in UK and 

other countries but not globally... Ibere- the cluster HLP advisor has been drafting potential cluster 

messages on evictions. key recmmendations are:                                     1. Keep track of evictions 

cases 

2. Expand temporary rental support 



3. Monitor stigma   4. Advocate for a moratorium on evictions 

 

02:34:21 Debbie Herbert: definetly the time to talk about health homes...  

02:34:27 Ela Serdaroglu: @seki @joseph I think rental assistance at scale can be done by 

humanitarian community for people who are not visible to the government schemes that are being 

devised now 

02:34:35 Tom Corsellis: @Joseph, does this transfer the bill to landlords, the source of 

investment in housing? 

02:34:36 joseph ashmore (IOM): rental schemes do not normally help those living 

informally... 

02:34:57 Rafael: @Ela... yes... some time supported at local level by RC... in any case money 

is chanelled from central gouverment to local gouvernments but it is monitored by an IT platform... 

very impressive! 

02:35:10 Xavier Genot: @jo, it has been done in Haiti indeed 

02:35:13 Ela Serdaroglu: in many countries there are moratoriums on eviction for rent or 

mortgage defaulters but not for everyone 

02:35:55 Hilmi, InterAction: on the other hand, rental prices, affordability and rental 

stock are major concerns for host populations and in the end may have adverse impacts 

02:36:57 Xavier Genot: Some media are starting to use the word reconstruction 

02:37:36 NWANKWO: Any thoughts about post COVID-19? One/two years down the 

line…what happens to all these shelter related interventions, investments and changes?  

02:38:17 Bill Flinn: I could make a comment on the second of the discussion points - 

about overstating the role 

02:38:37 Emma Matthews: Through DRR we know there is a need to think about 

vulnerabilities and not just the physical. As we move forward into the future, I think it is important 

that the sector does not just focus on the physical construction of shelter but works with 

communities to give them the voice, knowledge and skills to be able to use the pandemic as a 

catalyst for change and to enable them to receive land rights etc.. 

02:39:12 Fiona Kelling: Maybe goes without saying, but I think we could also mention 

underlying health conditions and vulnerability - poor housing conditions/indoor air pollution have 

been linked to a number of conditions including bronchial illnesses that would increase risk/effects 

of covid-19 if caught.   

02:40:19 Hilmi, InterAction: good point by Bill!! 

02:40:39 Tom Corsellis: ... another global endemic? 

02:40:39 joseph ashmore (IOM): is COVID a chance to advocate for things that we have 

wanted to do for a while.. but agree this primarily requires a publci health response... 

02:41:17 Lizzie Babister: @Hilmi - I should say my comment about PPE was COVID specific. As 

you imply, the conversation with policy and decision makers is clearly much broader. 



02:41:18 Sobia Kapadia: While we are being in a crisis, we cannot prepare for a disaster, it is 

important to be very close to our learnings in shelter/ settlement planning. Perhaps more informed 

on our role due to the COVID 19. I am keen to know how our urban policy and guidelines develop in 

the future. Access in the time for a pandemic is one major concern. 

02:41:54 Hilmi, InterAction: localize.... 

02:41:55 Sobia Kapadia: Exactly! 

02:42:54 Xavier Genot: ok so i couldn’t find the option but 

02:43:27 Amelia Rule CARE: We can see you Xavier :) 

02:43:54 Seki CRS: good point Hilmi!  

02:44:14 Sobia Kapadia: Another, impact on environment by increasing the use of water for 

Washing, how is it going to impact on environment. 

02:44:21 Ela Serdaroglu: Well we had to do "forced localization" in COVID, didn't we? 

02:45:09 Hilmi, InterAction: If anyone interested, online S&S training available in four 

languages. links: 

02:45:10 Hilmi, InterAction: • English: 

https://www.disasterready.org/humanitarian-shelters-settlements 

• Arabic: https://ar.disasterready.org/humanitarian-shelters-settlements  

• French: https://fr.disasterready.org/humanitarian-shelters-settlements  

• Spanish: https://es.disasterready.org/humanitarian-shelters-settlements  

02:46:42 Michele Young: According to WHO COVID may never go away...we will be living with 

this for years and I can see us needing to adapt to this very quickly. Even with potential vaccinations 

on the horizon the threat of anti-vax campaigns gaining traction globally still means we have this 

disease with us as an ever present threat. Now seems the time to consolidate around better housing 

policy globally in all contexts - focussed around the Health links to Housing  that are being clearly 

demonstrated by this disease 

02:46:59 Seki CRS: well on localisation issue, for CRS its kind of.... even our national 

staff and partner staff could not get out to the field. But we are now talking...if we have the 

community really lead their programs the projects will continue.  we are talking more about giving 

direct community development grants now. so it has challenged us. 

02:47:30 WAIN: C19 has devastating effect on the elderly, developing countries with more 

youthful populations may spare them the worst of the pandemic (time will tell). Combating the 

effects of economic collapse (secondary impact) & investing in youth should be high on the shelter 

agenda therefore, shelter CBI, local solutions, technical training, etc.. present significant role for 

shelter.  

02:47:55 joseph ashmore (IOM): @seki - that must some with some donor reporting / 

accountability issues! 

02:48:25 Michele Young: I can't be heard saldy when I unmute 

02:49:23 Brett Moore: Anyone calling in from the field? @nwankwo Bernard I see, others 

too? What are the conversations/key concerns there? thanks 

https://www.disasterready.org/humanitarian-shelters-settlements
https://ar.disasterready.org/humanitarian-shelters-settlements
https://fr.disasterready.org/humanitarian-shelters-settlements
https://es.disasterready.org/humanitarian-shelters-settlements


02:49:26 Hilmi, InterAction: can I make a point, if you have time? 

02:49:44 Jamie Richardson:  Really good meeting.  Thanks to Tom and CARE 

02:49:56 Seki CRS: @joseph. We have started with Private funds, seems to be working 

in some contexts, and learning from the best practices from development sector seems helpful.  

02:49:57 Tom Corsellis: @John, developing countries have younger populations because 

other endemics and factors reduce life expectancy? Just trying to link the points on longer-term 

development. In the here-and-now, can shelter be 'paid for' differently? 

02:50:26 Sneha Krishnan: I think its good to agree that there are so many unknowns, 

especially with our limitations for movement, we have a good chance to decentralise shelter 

implementation as well..A good starting point would be in light of Covid 19, what are our immediate 

priorities - how can we move away from a standardised approach, which will replicate some of the 

issues we find with shelter response in general.. 

02:50:52 joseph ashmore (IOM): @ seki would be interesting to find out more.. particularly 

what the reporting looks like on an ECHO single form... 

02:51:28 Tom Corsellis: @Lizzie, https://www.humanitarianlibrary.org/collection/covid-19-

guidance-mental-health-and-psychosocial-support 

02:52:01 Michele Young: Sorry I am having technical issues...couldn't reply/expand 

02:52:02 joseph ashmore (IOM): @jamie agree re: meeting.. would be interesting to have 

feedback from everyone - did this work - should we do it again.... should we deliberateyopen global 

scope/ participation? will it work after lockdown.. when is the next UK SF? 

02:52:55 joseph ashmore (IOM): and any volunteers to host next UK SF:) 

02:53:13 Sneha Krishnan: @Joseph I think it allows for people to participate globally, so yay 

for online shelter forum 

02:53:19 Steph: This afternoon has been great and the technology performed much better 

than many other webinars i have been on! Definitely worthwhile to do again- perhaps maybe not as 

rushed as some interesting topics and case studies were cut a little short! 

02:53:57 Ela Serdaroglu: I think good facilitation definitely helped. Big thanks to Laura and 

Tom.  

02:54:11 Ela Serdaroglu: And I think we can keep time much better when we take online 

breaks :) 

02:54:16 joseph ashmore (IOM): @ ela fully agree! 

02:54:18 Amy Crisp - ShelterBox: This has been really useful, thank you for organising in such 

difficult circumstances. 

02:54:19 Tom Corsellis: @Sneha, Laura, Tom, yay for online shelter fora! 

02:54:26 Hilmi, InterAction: great discussion and thanks to organizers and presenters, 

and participants... !! well done  

02:54:27 Eefje Hendriks: Yes, great to see all your presentations! 

https://www.humanitarianlibrary.org/collection/covid-19-guidance-mental-health-and-psychosocial-support
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02:54:43 John Adlam: Well done and thanks Tom and Laura 

02:54:54 Claire O'Reilly (Arup): thanks to organisers and presenters - really interesting and 

useful 

02:55:41 Xavier Genot: I want to mention that it’s the first time I can attend this meeting, 

and that’s great. Good opportunity provided by the challenges of this time 

02:56:32 Pablo Medina (IFRC / Global Shelter Cluster): Not to forget that this online 

meeting allows for the participation of many people across the world  

02:56:39 Laura Howlett: This has been ace, and very thought provoking. Well done team for 

organising.  

02:56:45 Pablo Medina (IFRC / Global Shelter Cluster): Not so much a UK shelter forum 

anymore 

02:56:52 andrew powell: Thanks to those whom facilitated and to all for a bright and lively 

discussion...enjoy respective weekends :) 

02:56:56 Amelia Rule CARE: perhaps we will see a return of the state in housing 

provision! 

02:56:56 Sobia Kapadia: Thank you Everyone, especially, Laura and Tom! For a fab online 

forum/ webinar. Good opportunity for all to share and learn globally! 

02:57:10 Steph: i will miss the post event drinks however! 

02:57:15 joseph ashmore (IOM): ps discussing having a shelter projects call - where people 

make brief presentations of operational projects they have implemented in past years... will work on 

a date... 

02:57:17 Sneha Krishnan: @pablo Decolonizing UK shelter Forum 

02:57:17 Cecilia: indeed, yay for global shelter forum :) 

02:57:27 Seki CRS: thank you all for sharing your experiences and perspectives.  have a 

great weekend,  

02:57:30 Alice Bond, Ramboll: thanks to the organisers for making this happen! excellent 

afternoon 

02:58:54 Hauwa Suleiman CENDEP: Thank you to the organisers, presenters and 

participants alike. Well done all! 

02:58:55 joseph ashmore (IOM): @sneha - or is it delocalizing the UK shelter forum? :) 

02:59:11 Steph: how is the security when there is no presence on camps? is that a significant 

threat? 

02:59:54 Cecilia: forced delocalisation ;) 

02:59:56 Fabian Prideaux: Yes it's been great - just missing the informal discussion / 

chat that I assume is normally a big part of these forums. But hard to achieve with zoom - maybe 

utilising breakoutgroups more. But great facilitation, and really interesting presentations! thanks 



03:01:30 Sneha Krishnan: Unicef has been working in the states where migrants have been 

returning to, with isolation centres, newly installed health facilities to cope with the 

requirements..Maybe as UK SF we should focus on health infrastructure resilience too, that’s an area 

maybe I have missed in discussions so far 

03:01:38 Sneha Krishnan: Excellent point @Brett 

03:01:38 Sobia Kapadia: @brett Will the urban - rural migration (reverse) will help in 

deurbanisation? 

03:01:50 Pablo Medina (IFRC / Global Shelter Cluster): Thanks to all, well done! 

03:01:54 Pablo Medina (IFRC / Global Shelter Cluster): @Steph, hahaha, indeed the post-

event drinks are greatly misse 

03:02:04 Sue Webb: Many thanks, all. 

03:02:08 Rafael: Gracias a todos !!!...  

03:02:11 Sneha Krishnan: :) that’s my term! 

03:02:13 Sneha-HRRP: https://www.ft.com/content/10d8f5e8-74eb-11ea-95fe-

fcd274e920ca 

Arundhati Roy on the opportunity for systemic change through  the pandemic  

03:02:16 Anna Noonan (HFHI): Thanks to all - time well spent! 

03:02:23 Tom Corsellis: Thank you so much to all involved - focused, informed, inclusive, 

dynamic, with authoritative contexts to global discussions along with explorations of new avenues, 

as well as open discussions to fill any gaps in understanding :) A common consciousness emerging 

and ongoing for all those involved, Tom, Laura, CARE, superlative, congratulations!! 

03:02:28 Emma Matthews: Thank you all, it has been great to learn from you all! 

03:02:32 Ela Serdaroglu: We should have zoom drinks as well 
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